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1 Popular additional options for Sapphire Narrowboats 

Most boatowners will wish to customize their narrowboat for their own cruising enjoyment. We 

have compiled a list of the most popular requests in our option list, but would remind potential 

buyers that with direct control over the whole build process from steel fabrication to completion 

we can meet most individual requirements to make your boat suitable for your own purposes. 

 

 Selection Detail Price 

     

Semi Trad /  

Semi Cruiser  

Semi trad or semi cruiser includes stern locker/ seats. 

Semi cruiser includes taffrail seat  

£1020 

Taff rail Taff rail on trad or semi trad £576 

Upgrade engine SHIRE 45 in place of SHIRE 38 £1190 

Deluxe panel Deluxe panel with oil/ water temperature gauges, 

voltmeters (standard on SHIRE 45) 

£288 

Hospital Silencer Substantial reduction in exhaust noise. £360 

Bow thruster Sleipner unit with own forward battery and Victron 

charger running off ring main (requires Inverter/ Charger  

Option on GEM45) 

£2760 

Bow tube Suitable for retro fit of Sleipner unit £642 

Travel Power AC 

unit 

240V 3.5kW engine mounted alternator with sinewave 

control unit 

£2945 

Victron 1200/50 

Inverter/ Charger 

Victron 12V 1200VA 50A inverter charger with additional 

12V battery for onboard 240V while cruising (standard on 

GEM54 and Sapphire Class) 

£1688 

Victron 3000/120 

Inverter/ Charger 

Victron 12V 3000VA 120A inverter charger with 

additional battery for heavier 240V loads 

£2569 

AGM battery pack Upgrade to 600Ah AGM battery bank  £580 

Morso Solid fuel 

stove 

Installation of solid fuel stove with tiled insulated 

surround and hearth and insulated stovepipe 

£1850 

Cratch board /plank Forward cratch board with glazed panels and top plank 

(excludes supply & fitting of cratch cover) 

£768 

Navigation lights River navigation lights port, starboard and stern light £345 

Painted roof panels Gloss panels between non slip sections and around 

cabin roof vents 

£270 

Cabin Panels Inner cabin panels in separate colour from border £270 

Handrail colour Handrail in contrasting colour to highlight cabin elevation £220 

Chrome Pack Roof vents, fillers tiller bar in chrome £215 

Houdini hatch Opening roof hatch and hardwood inner surround. £822 

Side door  Side door with/ without hatch £645 

Side door screen Inner glazed panels for additional light  £325 

Prices applicable to factory fitted options during manufacture  

All prices include VAT  

 


